Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

As Bob Dylan put it so many years ago, "The times, they are a changin'."

EXPAND THE BOX GOES ONLINE!

A brand new format for Expand The Box training launches from 6 July to 3 August 2020, created by Nicola Neumann-Mangoldt. Nicola uses a number of media and formats to provide the full depth and power of the Expand The Box experience for participants. This version will be in German. Nicola asks that anyone interested in an English version contact her directly. Additional details and the opportunity to register for online ETB are provided in the link below.
ONLINE POSSIBILITATOR INTERVIEW

Dagmar Thürnagel
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdG3DgawN9k

Patrizia Patz interviewed by Marcin Szot
> #1 (vocation) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mu0B5Prl2eg
> #2 (transformation) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JukTRPFeHEU
> #3 (feelings) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLTeT7j5n_k

Anne-Chloé Destremau
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuWCxvPIIq0

Dan Palmer
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sWumtg6T2k
Clinton Callahan
interviewed by Dan Palmer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzdYM0l_T3w
Or: Podcast plus Video at Dan Palmer’s website accompanied by photos and comments:
https://makingpermaculturestronger.net/e15/

Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuWCxvPlIq0

Florian Becquereau
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJsJmhTrVYg

Ronit Herzfeld
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KbC35gjpoo
Naresh Giangrande
interviewed by Dean Spillane Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeZP5IUzAlg

#1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lz-9di4LOI

#2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSPOiXRyXAo

Possibility Management Goes Global

Joana Ribeiro in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
possibilitymanagementinbrazil.mystrikingly.com

When I arrived in Brazil I could feel something needed to change with all the backed-up energy and repressed emotions here. I wanted to bring Expand The Box training for the people. I was in Rio for 3 months but had no idea how to do this. I had some friends but no real network. Oh, my God! I needed to start doing WorkTalks! But I was so afraid! I could see myself being a victim of my fear. I forced myself to go to a shared workspace and offer a talk. Only one man came. I gave the talk anyway. Now he is a member of our core Team! I observed my own frustration at having only one person. I was ashamed, feeling like an internal victim, the whole drama triangle happening inside of me. But I did not quit. I applied Rapid Learning. I kept what works and let go of...
what does not work and did the next WorkTalk. This time nine people came. The next one, seven people came. As I was sharing Possibility Management ideas with others I began to really integrate them into myself. We started a weekly SPARK Experiments meeting and from there people started registering for the Expand The Box. I had ups and downs and a lot of tough learning. It was a three-month-long Expand my Box experience for me. I had no idea ETB would be so transformative. I had to study and put it in the world by trying new things each day. It is so scary but it really works. I felt in my own body the power of PM, and then I could tell people from my own experience its true value.

Hans Keeling in Florianopolis, Brazil

I was having an engaging conversation on the way to a Charles Eisenstein event in Brazil when my friend asked, “Have you heard of the book ‘Directing the Power of Conscious Feelings’?” The force of his recommendation made an impression, so I read the book and soon thereafter signed up for the first Expand The Box I could find, which was with Matteo Tangi in Spain in 2018. It was an intense and life changing experience for me, and I wanted more. Just a few weeks later I found myself in my first Possibility Lab in Switzerland with Anne Schmid and Clinton Callahan. I was truly challenged by the depth of the work. Possibility Management is daring, alive, powerful, and cutting edge. It totally touched me and I felt it was something that needed to be shared. The center we are building in Brazil, called Aviva, is a center of discovery and personal development. When I learned that Joana Ribeiro had already arranged for Anne-Chloé and Clinton to come to Brazil, I knew they also had to come to Aviva and start delivering Expand The Box trainings.

Maciek Antkowiak in Warsaw, Poland

https://www.facebook.com/PossibilityManagementPoland/

I was teaching at a University in Scotland, but the pain that I was not using large parts of my potential in my job became unbearably frustrating. The 30-year-old students in my research group preferred to investigate life questions together rather than follow the curriculum. I convinced the University to let me go from my teaching but pay me to support the research group. Then I spent a year in India with Tibetan Buddhists combined with 5 Rhythm Dance Meditation. I felt so much more alive being with people in non-verbal reality. At my first Possibility Lab in Mallorca I made a Journey Into The Mountain using the question: “How can I integrate all parts of me together?” The answer was: “Go back to Poland! It is all there waiting for you!” The answer was not what I expected… or planned… but I went. I had been away from Poland for so long that I had no friends there anymore. By delivering a few small workshops I suddenly had new friends! I offered anger workshops and people got inspired. Finally I opened a Possibility Team and 6 to 8 people participated twice a month. When I came back to Poland I tried to take up where I left off, working as a research scientist. But after 2 weeks I knew I could no longer do this. I went for a walk alone one day and it became clear that I should bring an Expand The Box training to Poland. I contacted Michael Pörtner and Michaela Kaiser and we set the date for September 2019. By May it was already full. So we set a date for November 2019 for a second ETB and even more people registered. Poland is amazing. Out of the 36 people who came to the two ETBs in 2019, 20 registered for the Possibility Lab in April 2020, which we had to postpone. My practice ETB will also be soon. But what I really want to tell you, the thing that most impresses me, is how
Possibly Possibility Management touches the ground when we support Extinction Rebellion and the Joana Macy Deep Adaptation groups. In a real way the maps, tools, distinctions and processes are infiltrating these evolutionary movements, and to me, this is the most exciting and important result!
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